
CONVENIENCE ENCOURAGES LOYALTY AND FASTER PAYMENTS

Up to 80% of patients  
would switch providers based  

on convenience2

The RexPay app lets patients organize and  
pay all their medical bills in seconds.

SOLVES PATIENT PAIN POINTS
SO YOU GET PAID FASTER WITH INCREASED PATIENT LOYALTY

“

“

I was able to upload my bills in seconds, 
added my payment card and in just a 

couple clicks my bills were paid!

I normally hold off paying  
medical bills because they are never 

convenient... Now I won’t have to delay 
paying medical bills because it’s no 
longer a chore thanks to this app!”

REXPAY REDUCES PATIENT CONFUSION

70% of consumers are confused  
by medical bills1

RexPay simplifies bills.

71% of consumers are confused  
by an Explanation of Benefits1

RexPay detects and explains EOBs.

“ I read the bill wrong and 
turns out I only owed $50, 
as RexPay displayed. I felt 

really relieved.”

“ Valuable because it will  
spot documents that resemble 

a bill but aren’t, such as 
Explanation of Benefits.”



HELPS FAMILIES MANAGE 
MEDICAL BILLS 

LOWERS NEGATIVE 
EMOTIONS OF MEDICAL BILLS 

KEEPS TRACK OF BILLS

HELPS PATIENTS 
UNDERSTAND THEIR 

INSURANCE DEDUCTIBLE 

RexPay helps family members and 
caretakers manage and pay medical  

bills for multiple people.

Consumers fear medical bills  
more than illness.4 

36% of patients have difficulty 
remembering to pay on time3

RexPay offers reminders as well as bill 
organization features so patients never 

lose track of your bill.

30% of patients delay payments 
because they are confused about 

their bill or coverage3

“

“

“

“

The dashboard of this app 
allows me to keep track of my 

deductibles with ease.”

I recommend this app to  
anyone, it’s so easy and 

simple. This app keeps your 
entire family’s medical bills 

in one place.

The app lays out everything 
perfectly and brings down the 

stress of paying bills.”

Super helpful for keeping 
track of bills”



The Billing Experience Patients Love

Learn more at RexPay.com

QUICKY IMPLEMENTS 
PATIENT FEEDBACK

92% of healthcare consumers say 
improving customer experience 

should be a top strategic priority 
for medical providers6 
RexPay improves the patient  

experience through responsive support, 
consistent patient outreach, and quick 
implementation of patient feedback.

“ With the new updates  
coming out in the next week, this 
app meets all my expectations. 

Thanks for asking for my input and I 
look forward to talking about more 

thoughts in the near future.”

THE 5-STAR RATED MOBILE HEALTHCARE WALLET 
PATIENTS HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR 

64% would download a mobile app to pay all their medical bills1

“
“
“ Super easy to use and definitely 

the best way to pay medical bills!! 
I’m a big fan and I will definitely be 

encouraging others to sign up!”

 I can’t tell you what a  
relief it is to not have to call into 

my doctor’s office and have to 
repeat over and over again my  

card number to someone to make  
a payment. Definitely going to  

keep using this app!!!”

The only way I will ever 
pay medical bills again!”

BOOSTS PATIENT 
SATISFACTION

71% of patients say mobile pay 
and billing alerts improved their 

satisfaction with a provider5 
RexPay offers mobile payment options 

(immediate payment, scheduled 
payment, and self-service plans) as 

well as automated billing alerts via text 
message and push notification.

“Love that it let me easily scan 
my bills in, and then schedule 

a payment or sign up for a 
payment plan so I don’t have 

to think about it.”
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